A UNIQUE MARKET OPPORTUNITY

THE EDUCATION LANDSCAPE

Basic & Higher Education

Closing the Gap

First Professional Experience

Financing and Supporting Leaders with a Track Record

Successful Innovator and Entrepreneur

Talent Passion
THE DO SCHOOL METHOD

DREAM  FOCUS  PLAN
OUR EXPERTS

PEOPLE LIKE YOU!
A BLENDED LEARNING INSTITUTION
Over 1000 people from over 100 countries apply for 20 Fellowships.
SMART CROSS-SUBSIDIES
THE CAMPUS MODEL
3 programs / year
60 students
150 experts & mentors
1000 EUR tuition / student
Making a profit
Current DO School campuses and pop-up programs

Over 55 countries, in which the DO School Fellows are active
33% of employers say they simply can’t find the workers they need.
80 Fellows
> 750,000 people
80 jobs
33,000 online students

IMPACT
LIZA | MOLDOVA

Venture:
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[Image of women holding jars]

[Image of two women standing near a table with products]
In 2014 we expect to reach 5000 households and 1000 primary school children.
SUMMARY
CLOSING A GAP
GLOBAL RELEVANCE
EXCELLENCE
PROVEN BUSINESS CASE
DISCUSSION
OUR ONE-YEAR PROGRAM

Ten-week INCUBATION PHASE
20 Fellows receive an intense training program and mentoring on campus

Ten-month IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
20 Fellows implement their individual ventures in their home countries supported by online learning and mentoring